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SECTION-B (ZOOLOGY)
FULL MARKS- 35

GROUP-A01x10=10

(MULTIPLE CHOICE/OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTION OF 01 MARKS EACH)

)1.Which bacteria is responsible to produce Bt toxin

(a) bacillus tumines     (b) basillus thuringiensi      (c) bacillus tuberculosis(d) lacto bacillus

2.In genetic engineering, the antibiotics are used:)

(a) To select healthy vectors(b) As sequences from where replication starts

(c) To keep the cultures free of infection(d ) As selectable markers

3.Doctors use stethoscope to hear the sounds produced during each cardiac cycle. The second sound is heard

when:1

(a)Ventricular walls vibrate due to gushing in of blood from atria

(b)Semilunar valves close down after the blood flows into vesels from ventricles

(c)AV node receives signal from SA node

(d) AV valves open up

4.Which one of the following is a wrong statement regarding mutations ?

(a)Cancer cells commonly show chromosomal aberrations

(b)UV and Gamma rays are mutagens

(c)Change in a single base pair of DNA does not cause mutation

(d)Deletion and insertion of base pairs cause frame-shift mutations

5.Which one of the following characteristics is common both in humans and adult frogs ?I

(a) Internal fertilization  (b) Nucleated RBCs      (c) Ureotelic mode of excretion    (d) Four-chambered heart

6.Which of the following disease is diagnosed by WIDAL Test      I

a) Malariab) Typhoidc) Filariasisd)Ascariasis

7.Which is not the way to introduce alien DNA into host cells       /

(a) thermal shock(b) micro injection(c) gene gun(d) RNA

8.PCR stands for

(a) pure chemical reaction (b) part create reaction  (c) polymerase c^in reaction  (d) partial cytoplasm rate

yl    <



9.Which of following scientist developed the process of DNA fingerprinting   '

(a) Kary B. Mullis(b) Alec Jeffreys(c)T.H. Morgan(d)H.O. Smith

10.Identify the correct order of organisation of genetic material from largest to smallest:|

(a) Genome, chromosome, nucleotide, gene    (b) Genome, chromosome, gene, nucleotide

(c) Chromosome, genome, nucleotide, gene    (d ) Chromosome, gene, genome, nucleotide

GROUP-B02x03=06

(VERY SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTION CARRYING 2 MARKS EACH)

1.What is point mutation? Give one example.

2.Describe one example of adaptive radiation.

3.What is DNA fingerprinting?

GROUP-C03x03=09

(SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTION CARRYING 3 MARKS EACH)

1.Which property of DNA double helix led Watson and Crick to hypothesise semi -conservative mode of DNA

replication? Explain.r\

2.Explain antibiotic resistance observed in bacteria in light of Darwinian selection theory.     ^"">

3.Amniocentesis for sex determination is banned in our country, is this ban necessary ? comment.    'T

GROUP -D05x02=10

(LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTION CARRYING 5 MARKS EACH)

1.Diagrammatically represent the experimental steps in cloning and expressing an human gene (say the

gene for growth hormone) into a bacterium like E. coli?^

2.How did Hershey and chase differentiate between DNA and protein in their experiment while

proving that DNA is the genetic matter,    >•'"""


